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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study is to create an overview of currently the most used panel 
codes for computation of aerodynamic characteristics of 2D airfoils. Description of the  
basic principles of panel code, comparison of various implementation and evaluation 
(accuracy, applicability) for typical tasks. In this thesis there were used three different 
panel codes: Xfoil, JavaFoil and XFLR5. Thesis was enriched by measurement in wind 
tunnel. 
ABSTRAKT 
Cieľom tejto práce bolo vytvorenie prehľadu v súčasnosti používaných 
implementácií panelových metód pre aerodynamické výpočty charakteristík 2D 
profilov. Základný popis princípu panelovej metódy, porovnanie jednotlivých 
implementácií a zhodnotenie ich možností (presnosť, aplikovateľnosť) na typické úlohy. 
V práci boli použité tri rôzne panelové programy: Xfoil, JavaFoil a XFLR5. Práca bola 
obohatená o meranie v aerodynamickom tuneli. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Throughout the development of flight, every aircraft has required some kind of 
device which produce lift. Most of the aircrafts use wings for producing lift. Wing 
design is constantly improving by the time of the first airplane - the Wright Flyer. There 
have been many organisations and aircraft producers which investigated aerodynamic 
characteristics of airfoils to reach better flight characteristics. Their research had various 
forms from using of wind tunnels widely in the past to the computation of numerical 
panel codes. In this thesis it is focus on panel methods. 
 With the advent of computers, these methods have been used increasingly to 
complement wind-tunnel tests. Today, computing costs are so low that a complete 
potential-flow and boundary-layer analysis of an airfoil costs considerably less than one 
per cent of the equivalent wind tunnel test. Accordingly, the tendency today is toward 
more and more commonly applicable computer codes. These codes reduce the amount 
of required wind tunnel testing and allow airfoils to be tailored to each specific 
application. [9] 
Chapter 1 discusses the aerodynamic characteristics of an airfoil. There is a basic 
description of geometrical variables of an airfoil, pressure distribution over an airfoil, 
pitching moment of the airfoil and drag generated by airfoil. Properties in this chapter 
are valid for the symmetrical airfoil. 
In chapter 2, the panel codes are presented. In section 2.1, there is brief insight to 
the history of its development and list of some currently most used panel codes. There is 
also detailed look at three different panel codes used in this thesis.  
Chapter 3 is focused on added wind tunnel measurement performed in facilities of 
Institute of Aerospace Engineering at Brno University of Technology. 
Chapter 4 describes the role of NACA organization and there is a report for an 
airfoil used in this thesis which is compared with results from wind tunnel measurement 
and panel codes. 
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1 AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF AIRFOILS 
Theory in this chapter is detaily explained in the book: Foundations of 
Aerodynamics – Bases of Aerodynamic Design. [1] 
The airfoils are composed of a thickness envelope wrapped around a mean camber 
line in the manner shown in Figure 1.1. The mean camber line lies in the middle of 
upper and lower surface of the airfoil and intersects the chord line at the leading and 
trailing edges.  
 
Fig. 1.1. Airfoil geometrical variables 
 
 The geometric angle of attack α is defined as the angle between the flight path 
and the chord line of the airfoil, as depicted in Fig. 1.1. The geometrical variables 
include the maximum camber zc of the mean camber line and its distance xc behind the 
leading edge, maximum thickness tmax and its distance xt behind the leading edge, the 
radius of curvature r0 of the surface at the leading edge and trailing edge angle between 
the upper and lower surfaces at the trailing edge. 
 Properties of the airfoil described in this chapter are valid for the symmetrical 
airfoil in which the chord line and mean camber line are coincident. 
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1.1 Pressure distribution on an airfoil 
Bernoulli’s equation is expressed, with hydrostatic pressure term omitted for 
aerodynamic analyses as 
  
 
 
        
It signifies that, in a steady, incompressible, and irrotational flow of gaseous fluid, the 
sum of the static and dynamic pressure (or the total pressure p0) remains a constant. 
Since p0 is the static pressure at a stagnation point, it is also called the stagnation 
pressure of the flow. 
In practical measurements on flow around bodies, data are generally presented in 
terms of the pressure coefficient, Cp. To define Cp, we assume irrotational flow so that 
p0 is constant everywhere and we identify p∞ and V∞ as values far from the body: 
  
 
 
       
 
 
   
  
Using a standard abbreviation,   
 
 
   , we define the pressure coefficient for 
incompressible flows: 
   
    
  
   (
 
  
)
 
 
where    
 
 
   
  and p∞ is the barometric pressure. Then, in an incompressible flow, 
Cp = 1 at a stagnation point where V = 0, and Cp = 0 far from the body where V = V∞.  
The lift per unit area at a given location is numerically equal to the difference in 
pressure between the upper and lower surfaces at the point. Figure 1.2 shows chordwise 
plots of the pressure coefficients for the lower and upper surfaces on NACA 0012 
airfoil at an angle of attack α = 6°, and 
              
  
  
 
 
Fig. 1.2. Distribution of pressure coefficient on NACA 0012 airfoil at α = 6° 
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The lift per unit span   : 
   ∫        
 
 
 
The appropriate dimensionless parameter is the sectional lift coefficient defined by 
   
  
   
 
which leads to result: 
           
 
where m0 is the slope of the cl versus α curve and the angle α is in radians. It’s indicates 
in theory that the sectional lift coefficient for a symmetrical airfoil is directly 
proportional to the geometric angle of attack. Further, when the geometric angle of 
attack is zero, the lift coefficient is zero as is shown on Figure 1.3.  
 
Fig. 1.3. cl versus α curve for symmetrical airfoil 
 
The geometrical angle of attack with maximal sectional lift coefficient clmax is called 
αstall. 
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1.2 Pitching moment 
The moment of the lift about the leading edge of the airfoil is given by 
   
   ∫        
 
 
 
A stalling moment is taken as positive (clockwise in Figure 1.4). By use of previously 
stated equations we define a sectional moment coefficient: 
     
   
 
    
  
  
 
 
Or in terms of the lift coefficient, 
      
  
 
 
The centre of pressure on the airfoil is the point of action of the resultant pressure force 
(or the lift), whose chordwise location xcp is determined from the requirement that, 
about any given point, the moment caused by the lift must be the same as that caused by 
the distributed pressure on the airfoil. Taking the leading edge as the point about which 
moments are computed: 
          
  
and with the use of the previous equations we have: 
    
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.4. Moment about leading edge 
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1.3 Wake generated by the airfoil 
Wake is the region of disturbed flow downstream of a solid body moving through 
a fluid, caused by the flow of the fluid around the body. [11] In the wake region, the 
velocity is less than the upstream value, as illustrated by the profile at the right part of 
the Figure 1.5.  
Conservation of mass for flow through the stream tube requires that 
              
and 
   ∫   (     )    
where       is the mass of fluid leaving dy2 per unit time, and during its flow around 
the body, its velocity is decreased from V1 to V2. The integrand is therefore the 
momentum lost by the fluid leaving the control volume through dy2 per unit time. In the 
absence of pressure forces on the control surface, the integral is the loss of momentum 
suffered by the fluid passing through the downstream plane per unit time, which, by the 
momentum theorem, is exactly equal to the drag per unit length of the airfoil. Knowing 
that, the drag coefficient can be expressed as: 
   
  
   
  
 
 
   
 ∫   (     ) 
 
 
 
 
 
where, V1 is the velocity of the upstream, V2 is the wake velocity, y is the transvers 
position at which the wake velocity is being measured, c is the chord length of the 
airfoil, T is the top of the transverse range, B is the bottom of the transverse range of the 
wake region. 
Drag generated by the body (or an airfoil) can be divided to the 2 components: 
a) Friction drag component     
b) Pressure drag component     
           
 
Fig. 1.5. Drag of an airfoil from wake measurements  
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2 PANEL CODES 
In fluid dynamics, panel codes are used to determine the fluid velocity, and 
subsequently the pressure distribution, on an object. This may be a simple two-
dimensional object, such as a circle or wing, or it may be a three-dimensional vehicle. A 
series of singularities as sources, sinks, vortex points and doublets are used to model the 
panels and wakes. These codes may be valid at subsonic and supersonic speeds. [7] 
The geometry of the airfoil (or any other object) is divided into straight, individual 
panels shown on Figure 2.1. Mathematically, each panel induces a (yet unknown) 
velocity on itself and also on the remaining panels. This velocity can be expressed by 
relatively simple equations, which contain geometric relations like distances and angles 
between the panels only. All these influences are collected in a matrix and, additionally, 
a flow condition is defined on the surface, which must be satisfied by the induced 
velocities. This boundary condition is the requirement that the flow does not pass 
through the airfoil, but flows tangential along the surface. Together with the onset flow 
direction, a system of linear equations can be composed and solved for the unknown 
panel velocities. [4] 
 
Fig. 2.1. Panel approximation to an airfoil 
 
 Each panel is defined by its two end points (panel joints) and by the control 
point, located at the panel centre, where the boundary condition will be applied. 
 The higher number of panels leads to more accurate results. 
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2.1 Development of Panel Codes 
The computation of the aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft configurations has 
been carried out by panel methods since the mid 1960's, following the pioneering work 
of Hess & Smith of Douglas Aircraft in 1967 and Rubbert & Saaris of Boeing Aircraft 
in 1968. But even before the availability of large-scale digital computer work was done 
on surface singularity methods, notably in Germany by Prager and Martensen. [6] In 
time, more advanced three-dimensional panel codes were developed at Boeing 
(PANAIR, A502), Lockheed (Quadpan), Douglas (HESS), McDonnell Aircraft 
(MACAERO), NASA (PMARC) and Analytical Methods (WBAERO, USAERO and 
VSAERO). Some (PANAIR, HESS and MACAERO) were higher order codes, using 
higher order distributions of surface singularities, while others (Quadpan, PMARC, 
USAERO and VSAERO) used single singularities on each surface panel. The advantage 
of the lower order codes was that they ran much faster on the computers of the time. 
Today, VSAERO has grown to be a multi-order code and is the most widely used 
program of this class. It has been used in the development of many submarines, surface 
ships, automobiles, helicopters, aircrafts, and more recently wind turbines. Its sister 
code, USAERO is an unsteady panel method that has also been used for modelling such 
things as high speed trains and racing yachts. The NASA PMARC code from an early 
version of VSAERO and a derivative of PMARC, named CMARC, is also 
commercially available. [8] 
Over time, panel codes were replaced with higher order panel methods and 
subsequently CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics). However, panel codes are still 
used for preliminary aerodynamic analysis as the time required for an analysis run is 
significantly less due to a decreased number of elements. [7] 
 In the two-dimensional realm, a number of Panel Codes have been developed for 
airfoil analysis and design. The codes typically have a boundary layer analysis included, 
so that viscous effects can be modelled. Professor Richard Eppler of the University of 
Stuttgart developed the PROFILE code, partly with NASA funding, which became 
available in the early 1980's. This was soon followed by MIT Professor Mark Drela's 
XFOIL code. Both PROFILE and XFOIL incorporate two-dimensional panel codes, 
with coupled boundary layer codes for airfoil analysis work. [8] 
 
List of some two-dimensional panel codes: 
 XFOIL (Open source, recently the most widely used panel code) 
 JavaFoil (Open source) 
 PROFILE (Prof. Eppler's Program – commercial version) 
 PANDA (A Program for Analysis and Design Airfoils – commercial version) 
 PABLO (Potential flow around Airfoils with Boundary Layer coupled One-way) 
 XFLR5 (Derivate of XFOIL, based on the same algorithm, open source) 
 
In this study three different panel codes were compared which are publicly released 
and could be run on the internet or could be downloaded to the computer for free. 
XFOIL as one of the most widely used panel code, XFLR5 which is re-written XFOIL 
program to the C/C++ language based on the same algorithms, which was interesting to 
investigate if the results are the same or not. JavaFoil is another free software which 
could be used online or downloaded to the computer. 
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2.2 XFOIL v6.94 
XFOIL is a program for the design and analysis of subsonic isolated airfoils. It 
consists of a collection of menu-driven routines which perform various useful functions. 
XFOIL 1.0 was written by Mark Drela, Professor of Aerospace Engineering at MIT, in 
1986. Since that time program had numerous revisions and upgrades. The source code 
of XFOIL is Fortran 77 and the program is released under GPU General Public License. 
[3] Version 6.94 used in this thesis was released on 18th of December 2001. 
  
2.2.1 User’s Interface 
After the start of the program, the initial window appears. It contains top level 
menu with a list of commands with short description. Initial window is showed in 
Figure 2.2. 
 
 
Fig. 2.2. XFOIL initial window 
 
Command ''?'' displays a list of applicable commands in the given menu or sub-
menu. Pushing a key ''enter'' caused return from sub-menu to the higher menu in tree 
structure of the program and command ''quit'' ends the XFOIL. 
The first step is to choose calculated airfoil with a command ''NACA'' and then 
enter the 4- or 5-digit airfoil designation. 
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Xfoil also allows import airfoil coordinates from a file. Coordinates in a file must 
go from trailing edge along the upper surface to the leading edge and back to trailing 
edge along the lower surface. Zero coordinate must be used only once. 
In the next step with a command ''ppar'' a new window is opened called panelling 
parameters which shows current airfoil with some of the parameters. This window is 
showed in Figure 2.3. These parameters (number of panel nodes, etc.) can be changed 
according to the user requests in this sub-menu. 
Back in top menu with a command ''oper'' (routine for direct calculation) is 
opened another sub-menu where input data are set to the program. There are commands 
which prescribe the parameters of the calculation: activation of viscous mode, input 
values such as Reynolds number, initial and final angle of attack, increment of angle of 
attack during the calculation, here is set file name for the results which are showed in 
Figure 2.4. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.3. XFOIL panelling parameters window 
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Fig. 2.4. XFOIL output data file with results 
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2.3 JavaFoil v2.21 
JavaFoil is another computational program for the analysis of airfoils in subsonic 
flow. It was written by Dr. Martin Hepperle, graduate of University of Stuttgart, as 
CalcFoil using the ''C'' language and later on rewritten to ''Java'' language under the 
present name JavaFoil. Program is free software which can be used in web browsers or 
downloaded to your computer and it works with appropriate Java applet. 
Version 2.21 used in this thesis was released on 1st March 2014. 
The main purpose of JavaFoil is to determine the lift, drag and moment 
characteristics of airfoils. The program will first calculate the distribution of the velocity 
on the surface of the airfoil. For this purpose it uses a potential flow analysis module 
which is based on a higher order panel method (linear varying vorticity distribution). 
This local velocity and the local pressure are related by the Bernoulli equation. In order 
to find the lift and the pitching moment coefficient the distribution of the pressure can 
be integrated along the surface.  
Next JavaFoil will calculate the behaviour of the flow layer close to the airfoil 
surface (the boundary layer). The boundary layer analysis module (a so called integral 
method) steps along the upper and the lower surfaces of the airfoil, starting at the 
stagnation point. It solves a set of differential equations to find the various boundary 
layer parameters. The boundary layer data is then used to calculate the drag of the 
airfoil from its properties at the trailing edge. Both analysis steps are repeated for each 
angle of attack, which yields a complete polar of the airfoil for one fixed Reynolds 
number. [4] 
The program also has some limitations, for example it's not possible to analyse 
airfoils in supersonic flow. JavaFoil analyses airfoils in incompressible flow, which 
means Mach numbers below M = 0.25. 
2.3.1 User’s Interface 
The user interface of the program is divided into several cards where each card 
contains interface elements for a specific task: 
In this thesis is described the Options card as first one, because it has impact to all 
other cards. There is necessary to set conditions for the computation such as Mach 
number, air density or speed of sound. 
The Geometry card is used to determine the geometry of the airfoil which is 
calculated. This card shows a list of x- and y-coordinates and plots an airfoil shape. The 
look of this card is showed in Figure 2.5. JavaFoil allows export or import airfoil 
geometry in several file types, for example *.txt. Also is possible to import scanned 
image of an airfoil. 
The Modify card can perform various modifications to the airfoil geometry. 
The Velocity card shows velocity distribution around airfoil by setting initial 
angle of attack, final angle of attack and step. 
The Flowfield card visualizes the flow around the airfoil in various ways. Push of 
the button ''Analyze it!'' performs an analysis of an airfoil for the given angle of attack. 
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Fig. 2.5. JavaFoil Geometry card 
 
 The Polar card shows aerodynamic polar curve. On this card at the bottom is 
optional to change parameters ''Stall model'' and ''Transition model'' which predicts 
when transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs. This card is shown in Figure 2.6. 
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Fig. 2.6. JavaFoil Polar card 
 
 Data from JavaFoil could be easily exported to the program such as Microsoft 
Excel by a button on the down side of the window with the name ''Copy (Text)''. Also 
there is option to print the results.  
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2.4 XFLR5 v4.17 
Another compared panel code in this thesis was program XFLR5. The algorithms 
for foil analysis implemented in XFLR5 are exactly the same as those of the original 
XFOIL code. The program was translated from the original Fortran source code to the 
C/C++ language and other main goal of creating this program was to provide a more 
user's friendly interface. Like the original XFOIL, this project has been developed and 
released in accordance with the principles of the GPL (General Public License).  
Wing analysis capabilities have been added in version v2.00. The latest version 
v4.00 introduced a 3D panel method for wings and planes, including modelling options 
for fuselages. [5] 
2.4.1 User’s Interface 
The program contains four different ''applications''. In this part is described an 
application which is called ''The foil direct analysis routines'' which was used in this 
thesis for calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of an airfoil NACA 0012 at Re = 
3e5 for various angles of attack. 
After the start of the program and application for foil direct analysis is necessary 
to load calculated airfoil. XLFR5 is able to load any airfoils from a data file which 
contains airfoil coordinates or in the main menu by click on ''Designs'' and ''Naca foils'' 
it could be set NACA 4- or 5-digit airfoil. There is need to set number of panels 
alongside airfoil surface. 
The calculation of aerodynamic characteristics follows by click on ''Polars'' and 
''Run Batch Analysis''. There is necessary to enter variables for the computation: first 
and last Reynolds number with increment, first and last angle of attack with increment, 
Mach number, etc. Batch Analysis window is showed in Figure 2.7.  
 
Fig. 2.7. XFLR5 Batch Analysis window 
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When all the data are set by click on button ''Analyze'' the computation starts. 
Figure 2.8 shows pressure distribution alongside the airfoil surface for various 
angles of attack with values of cl, cd and cm at the given angle of attack α. 
Figure 2.9 shows lift curve, pitching moment curve and polar curve. 
 
 
Fig. 2.8. XFLR5 Pressure distribution alongside the airfoil surface 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.9. XFLR5 lift curve, pitching moment curve and polar curve visualisation 
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3 WIND TUNNEL MEASUREMENT 
At the very beginning of this thesis it was decided to add wind tunnel 
measurement and confront its results directly with numerical panel codes. Especially to 
compare accuracy of the results and effectiveness of the measurement in terms of time 
required for the measurement and requirements for hardware. 
Another objective of this measurement is to become familiarized with the process 
of determining aerodynamic characteristics of an airfoil from data generated by wind 
tunnel. 
3.1 The Wind Tunnel  
A PLINT TE49 is low-speed wind tunnel of Eiffel type with closed measure 
section in open circuit. The dimensions of the working section are 0.6 x 0.1 x 0.3 meters 
and the maximum velocity of the air is around 40 m/s (M = 0.1). Tunnel constant is 
approximately 1.059 at Re = 3e5. Wind tunnel is shown in Figure 3.1. For the running 
of the wind tunnel there are used three different programs with different purposes: 
1. Program for start and stop of the wind tunnel 
2. Remote control of compressor, measuring pressure and wake 
3. Data logger which puts results in a text file 
 
 
Fig. 3.1. The wind tunnel at the Institute of Aerospace Engineering,  
Brno University of Technology 
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3.2 Test Set Up  
During this measurement it was used NACA 0012 (chord length = 150.6 mm) 
airfoil for various angles of attack as in the whole thesis for relevant comparison of 
results with panel codes. The airfoil is symmetrical which means the aerodynamic 
characteristics are the same for the both side of the profile. In this wind tunnel the airfoil 
contains 23 static ports asymmetrically distributed alongside its surface (12 on the lower 
surface and 11 on the upper surface) and their positions are noted in Figure 3.2. Behind 
the airfoil in a distance of 60 mm is situated Pitot-static probe for measuring wake. It 
can traverse its position across the test section. Scheme of the whole test section is in 
Figure 3.3. 
 
Fig. 3.2. Position of static ports alongside the surface of an airfoil 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.3. Scheme of wind tunnel test section 
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3.3 The Measurement 
The measurement started at α = -3° due to better mapping of horizontal position of 
the airfoil. It's continued with an increment of 1 degree. It was needed to find the angle 
with maximal lift coefficient which is called αstall. The last angle of attack in this 
measurement was α = 16° which is safely more than αstall. 
Reynolds number was approximately similar during the whole measurement and it 
was approximately Re = 3e5. Temperature slightly increased due to work of engine fan. 
The measurement of wake started at the position approximately 20 cm over the 
airfoil and was going down across the test section. There was necessary to have as small 
steps as possible behind the airfoil for better mapping of the wake. Every step was 
recorded by pushing a button in a second program. 
Measurements conducted within the wind tunnel generate four main sets of data:  
 Local static pressure on the lower surface of the airfoil (see Figure 3.4.) 
 Local static pressure on the upper surface of the airfoil (see Figure 3.5.) 
 Traverse position of the pitot-static probe, dynamic pressure of the free-stream 
behind and before the airfoil (see Figure 3.6.) 
 Air density, air velocity, Reynolds number, barometric pressure 
 
 
Fig. 3.4. Data file with pressures on the lower surface of the airfoil 
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Fig. 3.5. Data file with pressures on the upper surface of the airfoil 
 
 
Fig. 3.6. Data file with other wind tunnel generated data 
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4 NACA REPORT 
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) was a U.S. federal 
agency founded on 3rd March 1915, to undertake, promote, and institutionalize 
aeronautical research. NACA after its end on 1st October of 1958 was transformed to 
the newly created National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). [10] 
In 1929, NACA began studying the characteristics of systematic series of airfoils 
in an effort to find the shapes that were best suited for specific purposes. Families of 
airfoils constructed according to a certain plan were tested and their characteristics 
recorded. [1] NACA researchers operated many wind tunnels, engine test stands and 
flight test facilities. 
There is a NACA report No. 586 made in 1935 for various airfoils design. Results 
from this report for NACA 0012 airfoil for various Reynolds numbers are shown in 
Figure 4.1 for lift curve and in Figure 4.2 for polar curve. 
 
Fig. 4.1. Lift curve for NACA 0012 airfoil for various Reynolds numbers 
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Fig. 4.2. Polar curve for NACA 0012 airfoil for various Reynolds numbers 
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5 COMAPARISON OF RESULTS 
There are recorded results from panel codes: XFOIL, JavaFoil and XFLR5 added 
by results from wind tunnel and NACA report No. 586.  
For all measurements it was used NACA 0012 airfoil which could be considered 
as a benchmark profile as one of the most tested airfoil and also by the disposition of 
Brno University of Technology (BUT) wind tunnel. Reynolds number was set to Re = 
300000 with the primary use in the wind tunnel. All panel codes computed with airfoil 
divided into 140 panels and at Mach 0.0. Transition criterion was choose        , 
which corresponds with average wind tunnel and is the most common choice. 
This comparison of results is divided into three parts: lift curve, pitching moment 
curve and polar curve. The final values of aerodynamic coefficients from panel codes 
computation were recorded in a table shown on Figure 5.1, data from wind tunnel 
measurement and data from NACA report were recorded in table shown on Figure 5.2. 
 
 
Fig. 5.1. Result from panel codes recorded in Microsoft Excel table 
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Fig. 5.2. Result from wind tunnel and NACA report recorded in Microsoft Excel table 
  
 NACA Report No. 586 was performed at various Reynolds numbers. To this 
thesis was chosen the closest value to the panel codes computation and wind tunnel 
measurement which was Re = 330 000. There are missing coefficients for drag and 
pitching moment which was caused by a difficulty to read data from a graph. 
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5.1 Lift curve 
Lift curve displays lift coefficient cl versus angle of attack α. The lift coefficient 
varies linearly with the geometric angle of attack, and the slope of the lift curve m0 is 
almost 2π. Lift curve of panel codes and wind tunnel has almost the same steep slope of 
the lift curve, only NACA report has not that steep slope of the lift curve. Results of 
XFOIL and XFLR5 can be compared as the same. They both reached αstall at α = 13°. 
JavaFoil reached αstall at α = 9°, NACA report at α = 12°. During measurement in the 
wind tunnel it wasn´t reached αstall. Lift curve is shown on Figure 5.3. 
 
 
Fig. 5.3. Lift curve of NACA 0012 airfoil. Re = 3x10
5
 
 
 The highest lift coefficient clmax was reached by XFOIL/XFLR5 code and on the 
other side is NACA report with the lift coefficient clmax approaching the value clmax =0.9. 
 All curves in the graph are going through the zero lift coefficient at zero angle of 
attack α, with respect to the chapter 1.1.  
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5.2 Pitching moment curve 
Pitching moment curve displays cm0,25 versus angle of attack α. Same as in 
previous lift curve, XFOIL and XFLR5 has the same results with non-linear slope of the 
pitching moment curve around the beginning of the coordinate system. Pitching 
moment curve calculated by JavaFoil can be compared as linear. Curve generated by the 
wind tunnel is also linear but it has the steepest slope of the curve. Pitching moment 
curve is shown on Figure 5.4. 
 
 
Fig. 5.4. Pitching moment curve of NACA 0012 airfoil. Re = 3x10
5
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5.3 Polar curve 
Polar curve displays lift coefficient cl versus drag coefficient cd. Results of XFOIL 
and XFLR5 are almost the same. Results are slightly different at higher angles of attack 
where drag coefficient is different. Result from JavaFoil had the values of drag between 
XFOIL/XFLR5 and wind tunnel. On the other side wind tunnel measurement reached 
the highest values of drag at low angles of attack. Polar curve is shown on Figure 5.5. 
Figure 5.6 displays polar curves in comparison between panel codes, wind tunnel 
measurement and NACA report No. 586. 
 
 
Fig. 5.5. Polar curve of NACA 0012 airfoil. Re = 3x10
5
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Fig. 5.6 Polar curves for NACA 0012 airfoil exported to NACA report No. 586 
 
5.4 Evaluation of results 
If it’s consider NACA report as an etalon for an aerodynamic characteristics of an 
airfoil NACA 0012, from all three panel codes used in this thesis, JavaFoil has the most 
accurate results. In lift curve graph all three panel codes and wind tunnel have almost 
the same slope of cl versus α curve and it was close to 2π. In pitching moment curve 
also JavaFoil presented the best result with its linear curve. In computation of drag 
coefficient, panel codes omits friction drag component which leads to lower value of 
drag coefficient. But also in this computation JavaFoil recorded the best result among 
the panel codes and its curve is closest to the one in the NACA report. XFOIL (thus also 
XFLR5) has the lowest value of drag coefficient in the comparison and on the other side 
is wind tunnel measurement with highest values of drag coefficient. 
In terms of user interface, JavaFoil and XFLR5 are on the similar level. Both 
panel codes have a nice and user friendly workspace with many options to perform. 
Work with this two panel codes was quite fast and export of the results for further 
analysis is enabled by the program by simple pushing a button. On the other hand 
XFOIL has user’s interface hard to work with, there is a necessity to know exact 
commands to perform the given tasks with at given amount of time. 
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CONCLUSION 
This work is focused on creating the overview of the currently most used panel 
codes. The main task was to describe basic principles of panel method, comparison of 
various implementation and evaluation (accuracy, applicability) for typical tasks. 
As an introduction to the problem, chapter 1 discusses the basic aerodynamic 
characteristics of an airfoil and explains its main geometrical variables. It gives detailed 
description of lift coefficient, pitching moment coefficient, drag coefficient and shows 
particular curves which characterize those airfoil parameters. 
The main aim of this thesis was to describe panel codes, its development 
throughout the history and finally to use some of them and compare the results between 
programs. All panel codes used in this thesis are open source programs widely used 
between university students. 
Thesis was added by wind tunnel measurement which represents the 
experimental method of determining the aerodynamic characteristics of an airfoil. 
Complete description of the measurement and test setup is in chapter 3.  
NACA report served as a benchmark result for this thesis. 
After investigating the panel codes and wind tunnel measurement there must be 
an agreement with the statement in the introduction of this thesis that man-hour and 
hardware requirements are incomparable between those two ways which investigates 
the aerodynamic characteristics of an airfoil. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
 
Symbol Unit Value 
α [°] Angle of attack 
αstall [°] Angle of attack at maximum lift coefficient 
ρ [kg*m-3] Density 
c [m] Chord length 
cd [1] Sectional drag coefficient 
CDf [1] Friction drag coefficient 
CDp [1] Pressure drag coefficient 
cl [1] Sectional lift coefficient 
clmax [1] Sectional lift coefficient at αstall 
cmLE [1] Sectional moment coefficient 
Cp [1] Pressure coefficient 
CpL [1] Pressure coefficient on the lower surface 
CpU [1] Pressure coefficient on the upper surface 
m0 [1] Slope of the lift curve 
M [1] Mach number 
n [1] Number of panels 
ncrit [1] Transition criterion 
p [Pa] Static pressure 
p0 [Pa] Total pressure 
p∞ [Pa] Barometric pressure 
r0 [mm] Radius of curvature of the surface at the leading edge 
Re [1] Reynolds number 
tmax [%] Maximum thickness of an airfoil 
V [m*s
-1
] Speed of the flow 
V1 [m*s
-1
] Velocity of the upstream 
V2 [m*s
-1
] Velocity of the downstream (wake velocity) 
V∞ [m*s
-1
] Speed of the flow far from the body 
xc [m] Distance of zc behind the leading edge 
xcp [m] Location of the centre of pressure behind the leading edge 
xt [m] Distance of tmax behind the leading edge 
zc [%] Maximum camber of the mean camber line 
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